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Program Deadline Update: 
 
During these challenging times, the Bell Fund remains open for business.  Our staff in Toronto and 
Montreal continue to work remotely and are available by phone and email. We will do our part to address 
your concerns as quickly as we can.  

Webinar – Thursday April 16th from 2:30-3:30pm to review changes to deadlines and answer any 
questions (for English and French Producers) 

TV Selective – deadline was April 6th and is now closed. 

TV Program (MPF Envelope) – applications are now being accepted until September 30, 2020 
 
Short-Form Digital Series – Changes in Deadlines 
We are having two rounds of funding and will be accepting both fiction and non-fiction projects for both 
deadlines. This allows Producers two opportunities to make an application to the Fund. While both 
deadlines are selective, our first deadline will allow applications to be submitted beginning April 27th and 
closing June 15th  .The Fall deadline will be one day and moves to October 19th.  
 
Project Management 
It’s business as usual in terms of contract deliverables, reporting and issuing of cheques.  Producers have 
reached out to us about postponements and scope changes as a result of the current situation. This is to 
be expected and we will continue to be as flexible as possible. We want Producers to be successful. 

Industry Development 
It’s business as usual in terms of working with our partners to support the delivery of industry events 
across Canada in 2020-21 

 

 

 



 

The Harold Greenberg Fund remain business as usual. Staff, readers and board work virtually as a matter 
of course so there has been little adjustment. 

We do not have deadlines and producers can apply throughout the year so application and decision 
timelines have not been impacted. We had our April board meeting as scheduled and released decisions 
last week.  

With the Fund’s focus on development, we’ve seen an increase in volume as people shift to 
development with production stalled. This has impacted both new applications (and applications for 
subsequent rounds of development or option renewals) as well as the delivery of drafts to trigger final 
payments. 

 

 

 

The launch of the IPF’s new Development Packaging program proved to be fortunate timing, providing 
funds for script development and executive mentorship.  We are on track to announce our inaugural 
applicant decisions this month and our team is ready to process agreements and payments 
expeditiously. 

In addition to the written and planning materials due, successful applicants would normally be required 
to produce a trailer by the end of summer.  The timing of this may need to be revisited if production is 
unable to begin in coming months. 

To further support producers in this unique environment, our board voted to move the Cogeco TV Fund 
deadline from Apr 1 to May 4th.  We understood from producers and partners this would be a helpful 
change given the uncertainty around nearly all aspects of life and industry. We do not plan to move 
farther than that and have our board and team committed to an expeditious turn around of evaluations 
and approval announcements when the time comes. 

Our board and staff remain flexible and available throughout this unprecedented time in our industry. 

 

 



Nova Scotia Independent Production Fund 

 
Operationally, there are no changes in terms of reporting requirements and processing 

disbursements.  Given the current circumstances, we will endeavour to be as flexible as possible on 

reporting and work with companies on a case by case basis. 

We will be providing further updates in the coming week.  

 

 

 

In light of the current situation, the staff at the Rogers Group of Funds are working remotely. We are 
continuing to work with producers on active files. We understand that there will be significant 
production and delivery delays and we will continue to be flexible based on the status of your project. 
We are addressing specific questions directly with producers. 

• Rogers Documentary Fund – Wednesday, June 10 and Wednesday, September 23, 2020 

• Rogers Cable Network Fund – Wednesday, July 22 and Wednesday, November 4, 2020 

 

 

   

The Rocket Fund is working to be as flexible as possible during these times, supporting producers and 

broadcasters as best as we can from home, while keeping our staff and procedures as safe as possible 

for all involved.  

Investment Application Deadlines 

In response to producers, the Rocket Fund Audiovisual and Digital Stream April deadline is set for April 

29, 2020. Rocket Fund Guidelines will remain status quo with our anticipated guideline changes 

postponed to the fall to ensure ease for producers. We are offering flexibility to applicants when 

delivering materials so that we can help producers be production ready.   



Our Partnership Stream of proposal-based applications for investment remains consistent and ongoing 

with no deadline.  We are working with producers to continue with investment decision making.   

Our Board is very flexible and responding to all necessary requirements during this time.  

Financial Support 

Rocket Fund has been actively working with the kids’ media community to find ways to support 

producers and broadcasters. We have financed PSAs, vlogs with cast from live action series that we have 

invested in, as well as supplemental educational programming. We continue to work with the 

community to find ways to support new content for kids.  

We are also financing virtual writers’ rooms for programs that have already received production 

commitments, as well as for potential new productions on a case by case basis.  

Business/Payments to Producers 

We are offering flexibility with certain deliverables to allow for quicker payment of drawdowns and we 

have increased the frequency of payment processing to pay producers as quickly as possible during this 

time.  

Shaw Rocket Prize Teen Writing Contest – launched Friday April 3, 2020 

To support kids at home, Rocket Fund has partnered with Wattpad through its Shaw Rocket Prize 

initiative to inspire teens (13-17) to write while they are at home.  Through a Canada-wide writing 

contest, teen writers (13-17 years) will be writing a new Wattpad story on the Wattpad platform that 

they’d love to see adapted into a movie. The top three stories will earn each writer a laptop and the 

grand prize winner will receive a one-on-one mentoring session with an acclaimed screenwriter.  

 

 

 

We've eliminated all application deadlines. Producers that meet requirements can now "Request for 

Invitation to Apply"  to any program, whenever they are ready.   

The Board has tentatively reserved more frequent meeting times to render funding decisions as they 

come in, if any.   

From a contract management perspective, we are looking at requests for extensions to milestones, 

payments and reporting requirements on a case by case basis. In most cases we're granting 30 day 

extensions but requiring an update before further extensions. 

 

https://telusfund.ca/faq/
https://telusfund.ca/faq/

